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Abstract
Most quantumkey distribution protocols using a two-dimensional basis, such asHVpolarization as
first proposed by Bennett andBrassard in 1984, are limited to a key generation density of 1 bit per
photon.We increase this key density by encoding information in the transverse spatial displacement
of the used photons. Employing this higher-dimensional Hilbert space together withmodern single-
photon-detecting cameras, we demonstrate a proof-of-principle large-alphabet quantumkey
distribution experiment with 1024 symbols and a shared information between sender and receiver of
7bit per photon.

1. Introduction

Human society relies increasingly on the availability of affordable and high-speed communication, which fosters
the need of high key-rate generating cryptography. Recent progress in the development of quantum computers
[1–5] threatens thewidely used cryptographicmethods, which rely on computational assumptions [6, 7]. A
possible solution is quantumkey distribution (QKD) ofwhich the security is only based on quantumphysics and
not on any computational assumption. Thefirst QKDprotocol BB84 [8] uses the two-dimensional polarization
basis to encode information in photons. Therefore, the alphabet is limited to two symbols, ‘0’ and ‘1’, with a
maximum information content of 1bit per photon. Since the generated key is used as a one-time pad, this is a
bottleneck especially for encrypted video communication [9].

There are two approaches to increase the key generation rate. One is to increase the repetition rates of
photon generation [10] and detection [11], which is inherently limited by dead times and jitter of the detectors
[12]. The other approach is to exploit properties of photons besides the polarization to increase the
dimensionality of theHilbert space [13, 14]. A higher dimensionalHilbert space leads to a higher information
content of the photons andfinally increases the key generation rate.Moreover, the error rates introduced by
eavesdropping are larger, resulting in an increased security [15–18].

Severalmethods of high-dimensional QKDhave been demonstrated, including time-bin [19–22], orbital
angular-momentum [23–26] and transversemomentum [27, 28]. Comparing the last two spatial encoding
schemes, transversemomentum states have the following advantages. Assuming a realistic sender-receiver
configurationwithfinite-size apertures, a diffraction-limited spot translated in an x, y-plane has a higher
capacity limit than the pureOAMstates, since they form a subset of Laguerre–Gaussmodes [29, 30]. Together
with the ease of generating a Fourier-transformedmutually unbiased basis with lens optics, spatial translation
states of single photons is a promising candidate for very-high-dimensional QKD.

In this paperwe experimentally demonstrate very-high-dimensional QKDwith 1024 distinguishable
symbols in twomutually unbiased baseswith a shared information of 7bit per sifted photon. This value is higher
than previously reported values of 2.05bit forOAMstates [24] and comparable to the values demonstrated in
time-energyQKD [21].We givefinite-key security arguments for claiming an error-corrected and privacy-
amplified secret-key rate of thefinal key ofmore than 0.5bit per photon.
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2. Experiment

We implement a high-dimensional version of the BB84 protocol using the x, y spatial translation of single
photons to encode information [27, 31]. Theworking principle of the protocol is illustrated infigure 1.We
define detection areas on the two-dimensional plane representing the symbols of our alphabet. The detection
areas span 10×10 pixels on our single-photon sensitive detector. All the areas are arranged in a two-
dimensional grid of 32×32 symbols. In this way, we are able to encode d=322=1024 symbols in total, which
allows a theoreticalmaximumof Imax=10 bit encoded in a single photon.Quantumkey distribution requires a
second,mutually unbiased, basis to guarantee that ameasurement in thewrong basis yields no information. It is
always possible to use a Fourier transform to form this second basis [32]. In optics, a single lens performs this
task. Therefore, switching between an Imaging path and a Fourier path corresponds to selecting the basis. Only
two of the four possible combinations will reveal all the information that the sender (Alice) encoded to the
receiver (Bob). The two remaining cases will not provide any information.

The setup implementing such a protocol is shown infigure 2.Here Alice has a 2 mmperiodically poledKTP
(PPKTP) crystal, pumpedwith 3 ps pulses of 395 nm. This results in photon pairs of 790 nm.One photon is
directlymeasured and used as a herald to gate the single-photon sensitive camera. The other photon is sent to a
phase-only spatial lightmodulator (Hamamatsu LCOS-SLM), which is used to implement blazed gratings.We
typically operate at a single-photon count rate of 280 kHz, which results in a probability of<0.1 % to havemore
than the one photon pair. The blazed gratings route the photon to different positions in the x, y-plane for
encoding. Alice uses a half-wave plate to randomly select the Imaging arm (4f-setup) or Fourier arm (2f-setup).
The half-wave plate after the second polarization beam splitter scrambles the polarization to erase encoding
information. After the quantum channel, a 50: 50 beam splitter at Bob’s side randomly selects between the two
bases and from that the photons are detected on the intensifiedCCD (ICCD, LambertHICAM500S).

The ICCD consists of an intensifier stage, fiber-coupled to aCMOS camera of 1280×1024 pixels. The
photocathode of the ICCD acts as a gate and is triggered by the herald photons at 280 kHz. In order to reduce
dark counts, the gate time is set to 5 ns. TheCMOS camera is read outwith 500 frames per second. The readout
noise of the ICCDcan be suppressed by setting a threshold for the signal intensity on theCMOS camera [33, 34].
The variance of the readout noise of the CMOS is 0.4 counts and a threshold of 5 counts is set tofilter the readout
noise from the data.Moreover, a threshold on the size and intensity of detection events is set to between 2 and 10
pixels and between 1 and 60 counts, respectively, to remove unwanted spurious ion events. After this
postprocessing, the probability of detecting a dark count is found to be on the order of 10−6 per pixel per second
exposure time.

3. Results

Webeginwith characterizing the information content of the transmission fromAlice to Bob. For this purpose,
we analyze the two compatible bases choices of Alice and Bob (II and FF). Alice sends each symbol x out of her

Figure 1. Illustration of our spatial encoding and decoding scheme and possible basis choices therein. The single-photon state ∣ ñ1 is
encoded in the x, y-translation basis formed by shifting a focus over a two-dimensional grid. Alice can send an image of the focus (I) or
its Fourier transform (F) to Bob. Bob randomly switches between the two bases I and F.Only if the two bases are compatible (II or FF),
the information encoded byAlice can be read out by Bob. In the two other cases (IF or FI), the information is low. Just like in the
original BB84 protocol, a public channel is used for post processing including revealing the bases choices, detection of eavesdropping,
error correction and privacy amplification.
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alphabetX individually, while Bob receives the symbol y out of the alphabetY. Per symbol 1000 images are
recorded onBob’s side for the FF and the II bases configuration. Infigure 3 the number of photons detected per
symbol is shown in a log–log plot. In thisfigure, the joint probability function p(x, y) is sampled, where x is an
element of the sent alphabetX and y from the received alphabetY.We quantify the shared information between
Alice and Bob by themutual information [35]
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⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )
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I X Y p x y
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where p(y) is the probability tomeasure symbol y and p(x) the probability of a sent symbol x. Themaximum
informationAlice can send per symbol is I(Alice)=10 bit. Due to noise in the channel and in the detection
and imperfections in the information encoding, the shared information betweenAlice and Bob is smaller. For
the II and FF basis configuration, we calculated the sampledmutual information to be I(X;Y)II=8.3 bit and
I(X;Y)FF=8.1 bit, respectively. The twomain contributions to the noise are the cross talk to the neighboring
detection areas, whichwas 13.3% and the dark counts of the detector whichwas 13.8%.With respect to these
numbers, it should be noted that despite considerable experimental efforts, the probabilities used in the
calculation of themutual information are under-sampledwith an average of 73 detection events per symbol.
Thismeans that neighboring pixel crosstalk events are not accurately sampled, a problem that gets increasingly
severe for larger alphabets.

The expression for themutual information of equation (1) can be simplified by introducing the average
symbol hit probability (averaged over II and FF), Pav
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where d is the dimensionality of the basis. In our experiment, =P 68.7%av . Since a large portion of the photons
hits the neighboring areas, equation (2) is an underestimate of themutual information betweenAlice and Bob
and can be refined by adding the hit probabilities P0, P1,P2 andPrest defined in the top left corner offigure 3.We
assume the values P0, P1,P2 andPrest do not vary from symbol to symbol and derive

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the setup.We generate photon pairs at 790 nmby spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(SPDC). One of the photons is coupled into a single-mode fiber (SMF) and the other is sent to an avalanche photodiode (APD) and
used to trigger the camera. Information is encoded into the signal photon by translating the x and y position of the focus with a spatial
lightmodulator (SLM) and a 500 mm lens. Alice chooses between twopaths with a half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter
(PBS), one (green)with a single lens (2f) and one (red)with two lenses (f). After the two beams aremerged again by a secondPBS and
the polarization information is erased by a second half-wave plate, the light is guided through the quantum channel (QC)with two
50 mm lenses. Bob has the same set of lenses as Alice.His two paths are chosen randomly by a beam splitter (BS). The additional half-
wave platemakes sure that all the light is directed to the intensifiedCCD (ICCD) by the last PBS.
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The resultingmutual information is 6.75±0.08bit in the II configuration and 7.03±0.04bit in the FF
configuration.

Thus far only ameasurement in the correct basis has been considered.We now considermeasuring in an
incompatible basis, i.e. FI or IF. Such a basis combination should ideally not provide any information, which can
be either the sent symbol or Alice’s basis choice. This, however, does not hold trivially for our protocol. For this it
is important to realise thatGaussian beams are used in our protocol. As a result, we haveGaussian foci withfinite
width in the focus plane. The correspondingmeasurement in the incompatible basis is the Fourier transformof
theGaussian beam, and hence it becomes a largeGaussian spot. This can be exploited by a potential
eavesdropper Eve, since a photon detection at the edge of the detector ismore likely to have been sent in an
incompatible basis. Hence the position of the detection reveals information onwhat basis Alice has chosen.
Figure 4 shows a sample from the resulting distribution ofmeasuring in an incompatible basis, togetherwith a
Gaussianfit. Thewidth in the columns is 89.9±1.7 pixel and 106.7±1.9 pixel in the rows together with
96.3±2.5 pixel and 102±3 pixel in the FI configuration. To close the leak, Alice can adjust her send
probability p(k) tomatch thisGaussian distribution. As a result, the information sent by Alice

( ) ( ) ( ( ))= -å =
-I p k p kAlice logk

d
0
1

2 reduces from10bit to ( ) =I Alice 9.4 bitII and ( ) =I Alice 9.4 bitFF .
Consequently, the sampledmutual informationwith the hidden basis drops to [27]
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with the effective fidelity Feff defined by ( ) =I F Ieff AB in combining equations (2) and (3). This results in
( ) =F 75.5%eff II and ( ) =F 77.9%eff FF leading to ( ) =I 6.3 bithb II and ( ) =I 6.6 bithb FF . In table 1we give an
overview over the amount ofmutual information betweenAlice andBob considering the various assumptions
on themutual information in this section.

Having characterised the transmission behavior of the symbols of our alphabet, we nowhave to devise a
scheme to encode bits of (random)data in x, y coordinates of the photons. Encoding a string of 5 bits in an x
coordinate and the next 5 bits into a y coordinate would lead to a high error rate in the likely case that a photon
does not hit the target symbol but one of its neighbors. For instance, the bit string 01111 corresponds to the
digital coordinate 15, but if the photon is detected at the neighboring symbol 16, it encodes for 10 000which

Figure 3.Correlationmap of the received symbol index versus the sent symbol index on a logarithmic scale in II configuration. The
diagonal line indicates a strong correlation between the sent and the received symbols. The other lines parallel to the diagonal show
crosstalk between neighboring symbols. In the top left corner, the hit distribution to the nearest and next-nearest neighbor symbols is
shown. The events are visible in the correlationmap as the lines shifted by the number of columns of themap. The average hit
probability of the target area (red) isP0, that of the four nearest neighbors (blue) isP1, that of the eight next nearest neighbors (white)
P2. The remaining probability is summed in = - - -P P P P1rest 0 1 2.
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means that 5 bits are read out wrongly. To alleviate this, we used theGray code [36] to encode the x and y
position of the symbol in a bit string. In this waywe can reduce the bit error rate, since 31.3%of the error is due
to crosstalk to neighboring symbols. In theGray code, neighboring symbols have aHamming distance of only 1.
Thismeans that the bit strings corresponding to neighboring symbols in the same column or row only differ by a
single bit flip. Subsequently, the bit string differs from the next-nearest neighboring symbol by 2 bit flip. This
allows us to calculate the quantumbit error rate for the II and FF configuration by
( · · · · )+ + +P P P P0 1 2 5 100 1 2 rest . HereP0,P1 andPrest denote the detection probability as shown in
figure 3. These probabilities aremultiplied by the corresponding number of bit flips.We calculated the averaged
quantumbit error rate over all symbols to beQII=7.8 % for the II configuration andQFF=7.4 % for the FF
configuration. This is low enough to be correctedwith standard error correctingmethods.

In order for Alice and Bob tofind out if an eavesdropper is present, they need to perform a postprocessing
stepwhere they communicate via the public channel. In this step, Alice and Bob reveal their basis choices and
disregardmeasurement results whenever they chose a different basis. To check for eavesdropping, the fidelity (or
error rate) of this sifted key needs to be calculated. The presence of an eavesdropper is revealed in an increase of
the quantumbit error rate.

Let us now turn to possible attack strategies of Eve. If Eve uses an optimal cloner [37], then theminimum
fidelity Bob requires to overcome cloning-based individual attacks (where Evemonitors the qudits separately) is
51.6% [15]. Another,more general approach Eve can pursue is a collective attack, where Evemonitors several
qudits jointly. In order to analyze the security against these collective attacks, we used finite-key considerations
given in [38–40]. In the case of a finite key length, < ¥N , failure probabilities in each step of postprocessing
need to be considered. After sifting the key and removing the incompatible basis choices of Alice and Bob, the

Figure 4. Image integrated over all Bob’s 1024 different spot positions in the IF configuration. Projections of the signal are shown left
of and below the plot by summing over the columns (lower panel) and rows (left panel). The photon counts follow aGaussian spatial
distribution as is evident from the red fit curves.

Table 1.Table with a summary of the values for themutual
information in the II and FF configuration aswell as the average
over both configurations.

Mutual Information II FF Average

Theoreticalmaximum 10bit 10bit 10bit
Sampled 8.3bit 8.1bit 8.2bit
I (Pav) 5.58bit 6.38bit 5.97bit
IAB 6.75bit 7.03bit 6.89bit
Ihb 6.3bit 6.6bit 6.45bit
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key length bisects. From this reduced key length, half the symbols are used to check for the presence of an
eavesdropper. The next step is error correction to achieve an error-free key. Due to the finite key length the error
correction has afinite failure probability and not all errors can be removed. Assuming a two-way cascade code
[41], this failure probability is ~ - 10EC

5 [42, 43] in case of a 8%bit error rate. To limit themaximum
information of Eve, a privacy amplification step needs to be performed.With average bound privacy
amplification [44, 45], the information of Eve can be bound to 3×10−10 bit with a failure probability of
òPA=2−15. The overall failure probability of the protocol is ò=10−5, which is comprised of the failure
probability of the privacy amplification òPA and the failure probability of the error correction òEC. The lower
bound for the secret-key rate per photon is given by [38–40]
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Weneglect the failure probability introduced by smoothening the entropies. If both bases are usedwith equal
probability, n=0.25N symbols can be used to create a keywhilem=0.25N symbols are used for parameter
estimation to detect the presence of an eavesdropper. IAB is defined in equation (3) and is themutual information
betweenAlice and Bob and
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is Eve’s information assuming all channel errors are attributed to her presence [15].We assume theworst-case
values in parameter estimation for the fidelity Pav by taking the standard deviationDPav of themeasuredfidelity
into account. This uncertainty in thefidelity is reduced by taking larger samplesm for parameter estimation. The
remaining terms in equation (5) are the influence of the failure probabilities on the secret-key rate.

Figure 5 shows theminimum secret-key rate as a function of the number of symbols.With increasing key
length, the secret-key rate approaches its asymptotic limit, which is the difference between the shared
information betweenAlice and Bob and the information of Eve. As seen in the figure, we can establish a non-
zero secret-key rate starting from a key length of 5·103 symbols. Assuming an SLMwith amaximum frame rate
of 60 fps, such a key can be generated in≈3min. The secure key rate per photon asymptotically approaches
0.58bit per photon.With the overall losses throughout the setup averaged over the four possible bases of 18.2%
and a quantum efficiency of our ICCDdetector of 28%,we end upwith afinal secure key rate of 8bit per second.
This rate can be improved straightforwardly by replacing the SLM in our setup by galvomirrors.With an ICCD
with 5000fps thefinal key rate can go up to 660bit per second.

In principle, there could be a security loophole caused by the limitedmeasurement range of the detection
system,which is in our case the finite aperture of the ICCD [46]. However, with the SLMwe have full control of
the preparedwavefronts and can therefore avoid that the light falls outside the detector. For the Fourier-
transformed light, straightforward additional spatial filtering can be applied byAlice to not overfill Bob’s
detector and avoid this loophole.

Finally, some thoughts about further increasing the size of the alphabet. Following arguments as presented in
[18], we demonstrated a high noise resistance of high-dimensional quantum states. Increasing the
dimensionality, the noise is spread over quadraticallymany off-diagonal elements of the correlationmap

Figure 5.The lower bound of the secret-key rate rN per detected photon as a function of the logarithmof the key lengthN (red). The
blue dashed line represents the asymptotic limit of infinite key length. The failure probabilities are òEC=10−5 and òPA=2−15 after
error correcting and privacy amplification, respectively. The quantumbit error rate isQ=0.08.
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(figure 3). The correlated events on the diagonal spread linearly with the dimension. Although thismight limit
further upscaling of the dimensionality by orders ofmagnitude, with an alphabet of 1024 characters we have
already shown record-high information density with ourmethod and have not yet reached the limits set by the
dark counts, which amount to only 10−6 per pixel per second exposure time.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate high-dimensional QKDusing spatially encoded photons.We
encode an alphabet of 1024 symbols and achieve a channel capacity of 7bit per detected photon.We discuss a
solution to hide Alice’s basis choice fromEve. Taking error correction and privacy amplification into account for
finite key length, we show a secret-key fraction of 0.5bit per photon. For longer-distance communication, the
combination of this workwithmultimode fibers [47] appears attractive.
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